Does your fully servo robot have limitations in additional positions and motions?

**HYROBOTICS ! RAISING AUTOMATIC MOTIVATION !**

**THE BEST OF THE BEST !**

**HYROBOTICS NEXIA SERIES 3 ~ 7 AXIS FULL SERVO ROBOTS**

- Easy to add position, motions in & out side of molding machine
- Insert molding is ready (from stacking or feeder systems)
- Vertical or horizontal stacking is ready
- User output / input for secondary automation
- From 50 ~ 4,000 tons horizontal injection molding machines

- HYRobotics has supplied many fully servo robots for use in intricate molding automation, including insert molding, palletizing, de-gating, and other secondary automation.
- If you have experienced limitations in motions with your current automation that require special factory programming, HYRobotics has the solution for you.
- HYRobotics NEXIA Series robots have won the approval of North American molders with high quality components and full servo featured controls that offer flexibility and ease of operation.

HYROBOTICS CORP, 5988 MIDDLE RIVERS MALL DR. ST.LOUIS MO 63304
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